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Abstract
Drug development is a pillar industry for many developed countries, yet highly adventurous more recently. Correspondingly, new anticancer drug discovery,
development and manufacture norm have been consistently evolving during the past decades. The techniques and tumor models for drug screening create a slow
progression of anticancer drug discovery and developments. To promote the efficiency of anticancer drug developments, keeping up the pace of modern anticancer
drug development evolution and advances is indispensable. A lot of disciplines need to be noticed and updated. This article addresses important factors affecting
the efficiency of anticancer drug developments—including possible innovations of drug screening models, incorporation of latest scientific progresses, cutting-edge
technology utility, emerging clinical therapeutic norms (such as personalized medicine and precision medicine) and so on.

Background
Clinical situations of cancer treatment
Cancer is a malignant disease that is often difficult to be completely
cured [1-2]. Despite great advances in recent decades, current cancer
therapy still has many limitations, e.g. high costs for conventional
therapy, shortage of effective anticancer drugs and high frequency of
drug resistance in clinical situations [3-6], especially devoid of effective
antimetastatic drugs [7-11]. Lacking reliable therapeutic options
targeted for individual cancer patients [12,13] is also an obstacle in
clinical cancer treatments. As a result, new actions are needed.

Obstacle of drug developments
Drug development and manufacture are pillar industry for many
developed countries, which is one of the highest competitive areas
worldwide. Nevertheless, anticancer drug discovery, development and
manufacture have been entering bottleneck stages [3-6]. Now increasing
amount of money is paid for drug screening, mechanistic studies and
developments, it therefore results in a great rise of research fee in a
whole process of each anticancer licensing (1-2 billion US dollar) in US
and other developed countries—highly adventurous if an agent fails to
be licensed or face withdrawal [5-6].

System evolution
Despite slow improvements, the property of current drug
development systems (complicated and high cost) offsets the outcomes
of clinical practice, especially for cancer metastasis treatments [711]. Thus, it is a difficult situation for anticancer drug discoveries and
developments. Serious impacts for unhealthy progression of drug
development and industry loom over the globe [14-16]. However, as
a good sign of medical and pharmaceutical circle, anticancer drug
development systems and routines are constantly evolving. These
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kinds of biomedical/pharmacological efforts are the positive side of
anticancer drug developments.

Current systems in utility
To better utilize new scientific discoveries and technical
advancements, different patterns of anticancer drug characters must not
be neglected. Present anticancer drugs are characterized as following
limitations and drawbacks.

Scenarios of current anticancer drug development
1. Different therapeutic modality: The different therapeutic
modalities of anticancer drugs (wide-spectra and narrow-spectra)
and targets (apoptic, cancer suppressor genes and neoplasm
metastasis) on different types of cancer genes, biological molecules
and cellular mechanisms. Future experimental or preclinical tumor
models should be categorized into different series and be studied
by different types of potential anticancer agents and combinations.
Specificity is the key.
2. Tumor model narrow-down or broad-up: Present in vitro or in
vivo animal or human tumor models are enormously diversified
[3-5]. Proper budget control mechanisms must be introduced and
necessary. Yet most of these animal or human tumor models have
lost their original genotypes or phenotypes by long passages in vitro
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or in vivo [5]. Tumor modal either narrow-down or broad-up is
indispensable route for future anticancer cancer drug developments
and system updating [3-4].
3. Tumor origin and inoculation variations: Different tumor
inoculation routes or animal models in experimental or preclinical
studies vary for compound responses/efficacy to tumors and
biomedical data statistical analysis. Tumor inoculation sites
or locations (subcutaneous implantation of tumor tissues),
intraperatoneal (ip), intravenous (iv), hollow-fiber (HF), othortopic,
carcinogen-induced and so on for anticancer or antimetastatic
activity testing may vary drug evaluation outcomes in initial stage
of drug discovery. Moreover, tumor recipients (immune-deficient
animals, normal animals or genetic engineering mice models
(GEMM) and so on) may impact therapeutic outcomes of drug
activity and mechanisms of drug developments. Similarity, tumor
environments that tumor tissues originally survives and progresses
in human bodies must be separately studies [12,13].
4. Anti-metastatic drug developments: Antimetastatic agents or
drugs developments need to be boosted because 90% cancer deaths
are caused by neoplasm metastasis, especially for aged cancer
patients. Despite increasingly understanding of aspects of many
fundamental biology and pathology of neoplasm metastasis, their
therapeutic mechanisms of action have been commonly neglected,
especially concept of translation technology. Few antimetastatic
agent or drug has shown high therapeutic benefits in patients with a
long-term of neoplasm metastases [7-11]. Shortage of wider-spectra
antimetastatic drugs is a serious drawback for clinical therapeutic
utility.
With these anticancer drug characterizations, we need to find new
solutions from every new scientific discovery and technical innovations
(Figure 1).

Evolving of anticancer drug screening models
From drug response to drug resistance to gene-knockout to
tumor stroma
Tumor models update with times from emerging pharmacological
purposes (Figure 1). Though in vitro or in vivo tumor models have been
constantly evolving like the situations of Figure 1, the overall outlook of
anticancer drug development systems has been evolving silently. So far,
we did not hit the bull’s eye of anticancer drug developments while we
are approaching our ultimate goals. We have to welcome all smart ideas
(such as angiogenesis or cancer stem cell inhibitors) for pathological
processes/pharmacologic evaluation (genomic or mathematical
networks). Yet any small pieces of biological or pathologic information
may finally help us to jigsaw a wholesome picture of cancer and buildup of effective drug intervention pathways. From the situations of
tumor modality updating, the latest tumor models are costlier and eye
on minute details. Thus, it is not the time to debate or nullify previously
discovered processes. It is the time to integrate and jigsaw these pieces
and puzzle altogether—keep the pace of anticancer drug development
evolution.

Facing with a great diversity of biomedical information
The dynamic mechanisms of action study for oncogenic- and
metastatic- genes are of great scientific and clinical values. Nonetheless,
this stage of drug screening systems has a wide-spectra of tumor models
for therapeutic verification and clinical utilities. The reason behind
scene is attributable to the following;
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Figure 1. The outlook of tumor cell lines innovations

Long passage of tumor models
There are approximately 1,200 human cancer cell lines in
conventional drug study labs. However, these tendency of growing types
of human cell lines share many similarity properties after long passage
of human tumor cells in in vitro or in vivo. If we keep on this route, a
lot of money will be wasted away. Ingenious solution must follow up.

Tumor stroma as a therapeutic target
Tumors in cancer patients are more than tumor cells alone. Tumor
stroma, though varying in contents and ratio, also play key roles in
tumor growths and metastasis [17,18]. As one of the top controversies,
tumor stroma as a therapeutic target is receiving growing attentions
from medical circle. However, this tumor modality is unable to fit
clinical requirements or benefits despite experimental successes.
Further work and action are needed in the field of cancer therapeutic
study. Due to more complicate situations under clinical environments
than experimental conditions, further scientific exploration towards
human vasculatures and stroma is indispensable. It includes new
generation of metastatic modality in the future.

Tumor metastatic models
Antimetastatic drug developments need to be updated with times
because 90% cancer mortality is caused by neoplasm metastasis,
especially for aged cancer patients. Until now, few antimetastatic agent
or drug exhibits any therapeutic survival benefits for patients with
neoplasm metastases [3-6]. This is the most important failure of cancer
drug treatments in the clinic. The unnoticed causality must be found
out lately.
Currently, many compounds that can greatly inhibit tumor
metastasis in animal models fail to show any therapeutic survival
benefits in cancer patients clinically. It is probably caused by lack of
good animal tumor models for antimetastatic drug developments [19].
Present available tumor metastatic models (Lewis lung carcinoma and
B16) are observed for tumor colony in lung (pulmonary metastasis).
However, there are a lot of human organs that can host metastatic
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cells and colony. Human brain, liver, bone and abdominal areas are all
vulnerable to tumor invasion and metastasis [19]. As a result, a lot of
other good metastatic models (seeking lodging on tissues of bone, brain,
liver and others) must be utilized in antimetastatic drug evaluations.
This process of drug evaluation might need larger sized animal tumor
models (such as dogs, monkey and so on). More recently, it is believed
that neoplasm metastasis is a changeable pathological process [20] that
can either traverse from beginning to end or reverse back from end
to beginning [11]. It is unsuitable for evaluating from a fixed tumor
metastatic model.

Avart-garde equipment and lab facilities
Apart from animal or human tumor models, avant-garde
experimental equipment and lab facilities impact on the quality of drug
evaluations. Modern diagnostic equipment making drug identifications
and verification more objectively and scientifically are our future
targets. Here are the several examples that a modern lab may require
and be equipped with;

Cutting-edge lab devises for drug evaluations
Electric tumor volume detectors
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

Figure 2. Outlook of modern diagnostics evolutions in drug evaluations

Bioluminescent imaging

and conference must be organized to discuss them worldwide. After
these efforts and effective actions, more healthy regulatory systems will
be stepped up.

Modern chromatography (HPLC-MS, GC-IR, GC-MS etc.)

Different drug combinations

Positron emission tomography (PET)

Next generation sequencing machine
Tumor biomarker detection (Automatic Western blot devise etc.)
Different bioinformatics techniques and equipments and so on.
Besides animal or human tumor models, avant-garde equipment
and facilities, the quality of anticancer drug discovery pipelines and
therapeutic efficacy comparisons are improving in modern days (Figure
2). It may not only save time of researchers, but also know biomedical
information previously neglected in labs and hospitals. Nonetheless,
advancements of new anticancer drug discovery vary between labs
and countries, which make a great difference in drug developments.
Entering this Millennium, clinical verification often fails with the
blind-spot of many pharmacological knowledge in clinical evaluation
processes. Strangely enough, advancements of tumor models and
automatic detection equipments help us to reclaim many withdrawal
anticancer drugs or transformations of drugs licensed for other disease
categories into part of the arsenal of cancer therapy [15,21]. Only times
can solve these therapeutic enigma and lead to better clinical practice
for wide-range of cancer patients.

New frontiers
Good governance of drug development
Good governmental policy and regulatory network for drug
developments and internationally protections of intellectual property
rights might build up healthy revolutionary mechanisms for scenario
changes. After all, we can finally benefit the globes through stronger
national tie and dialogues. But the regulatory network does not
function well nowadays. Different barriers exist everywhere among
different countries. The contradictory regulatory systems aiming at
national protections are present across the world. Most of them are the
causality of social variations and isolation. As a result, general assembly
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Anticancer drug combinations of each possibility often show many
unexpected therapeutic outcomes in the clinic [22,23]. From our own
perspectives, these researches should be included in drug developments
in the future.
Evaluating the different drug combinations is a new avenue for
anticancer drug studies [24,25]. Only after these systematic efforts,
anticancer drug combinations can be transformed from preliminary
experimental data into clinical paradigms/achievements. Previously,
large volume of drug combinatorial information is undertaken directly
in the clinic. Many unlicensed compounds that have no anticancer
efficacy cannot be studied in clinical circumstances, yet they can make
chemistry with licensed anticancer drugs in many reality conditions.
To conclude, we shall follow up these branches of drug developments
in the future [22,23].

Therapeutic ideas against neoplasm metastasis
Cancer is a malignant disease that is often difficultly inhibited or
cured in the clinic. Despite great advances in recent decades, current
cancer metastasis therapy has been little improved, especially shortages
of effective antimetastatic drugs [7-11] etc. Smarter ideas to solve this
issue must be found out. However, these kinds of pharmacological
efforts must be based on updating pathological knowledge [26-34].

Association between tumor model selection and drug develop
quality
After long observations, it is found that different tumor models
will yield different types of anticancer drugs. In the initial anticancer
drug screen stage (before mid-1970s), murine leukemia cell lines (P388
and L1210) was used for anticancer drug discovery. At that time, antiproliferative drugs (DNA chelating agents and so on) have commonly
been found out. Lately, 6 murine tumors and two human colon tumor
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xenografts were widely used in drug screening. Among the utility of
this tumor model system, growing numbers of anticancer drugs have
been found (mainly cytotoxic anticancer drugs—targeting on DNA
level).
More recently (after 1990), biological (antibody or bio-agents) or
targeted chemical drugs (genetic or molecular-oriented) have been
widely licensed from the systematic study of cancer biology & pathology.
A strong association between tumor models and drug develop quality is
an obvious event globally (Figure 3).
Given from a great variety of tumor models (>5,000 different
tumor cell lines and 1,000 number of tumor models in living bodies
worldwide), new types of tumor models (both tumor cells and stroma)
will still be useful for anticancer drug development.

Pharmaceutical characters and evolution
Pharmaceutical character of anticancer drugs is a useful avenue to
improve cancer therapies. Different pharmaceutical forms of anticancer
drugs may vary in therapeutic efficacy against tumor growth and
remote dissemination. May the Nano anticancer drug, an emerging
topic of cancer therapeutic approach make a difference in clinical
trials? A lot of references support this scenario and want to promote
Nano-technology into anticancer drug utilization [35-37]. Yet, certain
numbers of these references exaggerate these therapeutic efficacy and
clinical applications. At least, no market breakthrough in this respect
has been achieved so far. Though different pattern of Nano-particles has
been invested, central debate remains. Some early articles even stated
that many normal chemical drugs have same penetrating capability and
therapeutic benefits in many clinical circumstances [37]. If we pay no
heed to these exaggerations, government funding or healthy financial
investments will be damaged for good. Certainly, we must not lose our
hope on Nano-drug developments. By wiser steps and persistent efforts,
great breakthrough can be expected.
Apart from Nano-technology, drug administrating routes and
doses are also very important to therapeutic responses and benefits in

the clinic. In the past, it is widely believed that targeted anticancer drugs
must be low toxicity to human beings. Yet, it is proved to be a wrong
concept. Targeted anticancer drugs are also very toxic in high doses in
the clinical settings [38]. These pharmaceutical and pharmacological
studies should not be carried out in a single modality. Balancing the
risks and efficacy of drugs is indispensable part of clinical cancer
managements.

Central medical/pharmacologic spotlights
Top deadliest causality for therapeutic failures
Cancer chemotherapy faces two most difficult problems, neoplasm
metastasis and multi-drug-resistances (MDR). Among these two
thorny problems, treatment of neoplasm metastasis is especially
difficult, which should be placed on the highest agenda at the stage of
drug screening and developments. Also, metastasized tumors often
concomitantly manifest the characters of MDR. Since more than 90%
cancer deaths are caused by these two causalities. Possible associations
between two pathogenesis and cancer stem cells (they can regenerate
themselves in solid tumor tissue) might be a hot future topic. It is logical
to believe that growing attentions should be paid on them [39-41]. Yet,
no breakthrough has been found from therapeutic points of view [39]. It
is due to only small proportion of cancer stem cells at present in tumor
tissue (10%). This small proportion of cancer stem cells cannot be easily
noticed in most tumor tissues. Further work is needed. In future, new
tumor models will be established for evaluating overall drug activity
to cancer stem cells, drug resistance, drug combination and neoplasm
metastasis.

Chemical and biological property for anticancer drug study
Optimal compound combinations, dose ranges, administered
schedules and therapeutic duration in animal models and in humans
are theoretically difficult to obtain completely. But they can be improved
by modern chromatography (high performance liquid chromatography
and gas chromatography—HPLC and GC) and positive/negative
sample control. Novel approaches are given as followings. However,
active drugs can be metabolized into several different forms. Each form
of drug degrades shows different scale of biological activity. Currently,
many anticancer drug treatments of PG are utilized for these types
of therapeutic studies [42-48]. Yet, they are commonly occurred in
the clinic. In the future, simulating systems in vitro or computational
simulation might be utilized in drug absorption, distribution,
metabolism and excretion (ADME) evaluations in experimental stages.
The discovery chemical states of active compound can deepen
our understanding to relationship between cancer diagnosis and
therapeutic outcomes (patho-therapeutic relations). This is a golden
rule for improving cancer therapy and drug developments. However,
cancer is greatly diversity with tissue origin/type and etiology causality
of cancer genetics. Oncogenes can be in variety states; pan (universal
present) and specified (present in a small sub-type of tumor cell lines)
[49-53]. Correspondingly, pinpointing tumor categories and genetic
abnormality are not far away. By these avenues, anticancer drug
developments can be transformed from random drug screening into
pharmacologic/medicinal designing. This exponential growth of cancer
genomic study will soon make a difference in cancer therapeutics.

Major obstacles to overcome

Figure 3. Association between tumor models and drug develop outcomes
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Several steps to improve drug screening protocols and systems are
proposed. Some important obstacles must be overcome via updating a
series of pharmaco-therapeutic efforts, including;
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1. As usual, pay more attentions to discover specific drug targets
(cellular, molecular or genetic-related), signaling-pathways/
axial/loop. Systemic analysis of drug response differences among
experimental animal or human tumor growths and metastases must
be formally established. Utility of those animal or human tumor
models into mechanisms of action or/and clinical studies must
transit from random to scientific-guided approaches. Keeping pace
with those efforts not only accumulate medical knowledge, but also
save money of both pharmaceutical companies and cancer patients.
2. To reduce development cost, especially BRICS countries or even
poorer countries, ask their own-rights (the great amounts of cancer
patient resources) will benefit both developing and developed
countries [3]. To these countries like BRICS community, if they
shoulder more pharmaceutical responsibility other than just
publishing some medical/pharmaceutical articles in international
journals. Given these new efforts, wider ranges of cancer patients
will benefit.
3. Boost fundamental and scientific study the relationship between
cancer biology, pathology and therapeutics. Global dissemination
of latest pharmaceutical knowledge and advancements increase the
quality of anticancer drug developments.
4. Implement high quality drug tolerance and PD/PK study in animals
or humans, which are important building-blocks of anticancer drug
development. Nevertheless, this is an endless enterprise and varied
among different individuals. Balanced toxicological evaluating
systems under pre-clinical and/or clinical circumstances must be
promoted.
5. Find out active inhibitor and combination against neoplasm
metastasis and cancer stem cells is one of the top priorities [3-6].
6. Modifying tumor models tailored for different patterns of therapeutic
drugs and options, such as biotherapy, natural chemotherapeutic
agents [54-56] or immunotherapy [57] is a future trend. Biotherapy
or immunotherapy are emerging powers to combat cancer growth
and metastases in clinical trials including neoplasm metastasis and
drug-resistance [57]. Nonetheless, they are inappropriate to be
evaluated by conventional drug screening or verification systems.
Effective tumor modality for drug screening and marketing is
indispensable. Creative actions for biotherapy as well as natural
chemotherapeutic agent discoveries should be well carried out.
7. Genetic modifying animal or tumor models can receive useful
acceptance for high-throughput diagnostics and therapeutics in the
clinic before formal phase II & phase III clinical evaluations [58-62].

Reorganization of participant entities
Drug development costs vary between drug types and manufacture
countries [3-6,63]. A lot of money has been used for evaluation of drug
responses to tumors and drug mechanisms of action expenditure –
including international article publications. Moreover, toxicological
evaluations are limitless. The different categories of drug development
costs are highlighted in the Figure 4. Balancing the expenditures of all
branches of drug development is an ingenious enterprise. Yet, high
quality study on specific original mechanisms of action for widely-used
drugs is invaluable.
From Figure 4, not let each category of anticancer drug development
branches go too far away from the rest of disciplines, especially article
publication fee is the key. By these balanced types of drug development
efforts, especially under-developed countries, drug development can be
gradually fruitful and relatively profitable in a long-run.
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Figure 4. Economic conditions for drug discovery and developments

Personalized medicine in drug developments
Apart from finding enough active anticancer or antimetastatic
drugs, good predictive models of drug utility in the clinic are also
helpful to promote cancer treatments [64-66]. These efforts are
called personalized cancer therapy or individualized cancer therapy
(PCT/ICT) with disciplines of pharmacogenetics (PG) [42-48], drug
sensitivity testing (DST) [67-70], cancer biomarker/bioinformatics [5963], anti-metastatic therapy [71], drug combinations [23,24,72,73] and
so on. Rapid progresses of PCT/ICT will be sooner or later transformed
from bench to the bedside. In the future, increasing PG, DST or cancer
biomarkers might be mandatory routines in clinical cancer practices
in developed countries, even usual therapeutic options worldwide. As
these medical disciplines are useful in the clinic, may hope them in
the utility of drug development stages? Soon, we may receive positive
feedback from our persistent efforts.
In future, both oncologic and pharmacological information
should be considered simultaneously [74,75]. From this avenue,
pharmacological study of anticancer agents will be wider accepted in
PCT/ICT in future.

Global participation
Since the high cost of anticancer drug development and licensing is
required worldwide, joint-ventures between advanced pharmaceutical
companies in industry countries, emerging economic entity or majorpart of developing countries might be a future solution for promotions
of high quality of anticancer drug development and manufactures.
Governmental or drug regulatory authorities may provide new
stipulations for smoothly developments of drug licensing and clinical
drug utilities. This might receive useful compromise or feedback
through revising drug approval or licensing policy for more categories
of anticancer drugs or medical systems, such as traditional Chinese
medicine and so on [23].

Outlook of future study
Facing a lot of therapeutic dilemma at this stage of anticancer drug
developments, some personal perspectives are included as:
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1. What is the key relationship between diversity of cancer subtypes
(>200 subtypes) and therapeutic individualization [19]. The rigid
drug evaluation and regulatory network forbid a healthy progress
of anticancer drug developments due to this pathological diversity.

2. Ali I, Rahis-ud-din, Saleem K, Aboul-Enein HY, Rather A (2011) Social aspects of
cancer genesis. Cancer Therapy 8: 6-14

2. Many biological or pathological properties of cancers, such as
neoplasm metastasis, drug resistance, cancer stem cells, cancer
heterogeneity and plasticity are unclear to us. As a result, new
anticancer drugs must be based on random experimental screening
and clinical validations. This low-efficiency process increases the
unpredictable and high-expenditure of drug development.

4. Lu DY, Lu TR, Zhu H, Ding J, Xu B, et al. (2017) Anticancer drug development, getting
out from bottleneck. Med Chem (LA US) 7: 739-744.

3. Since neoplasm metastasis is responsible for 90%cancer deaths
worldwide, is there any difference between anticancer drugs and
anti-metastatic drugs? [3-10]
4. Is current clinical therapeutics against neoplasm metastasis is on the
right track? If it is not so, how can we adjust our future antimetastatic
therapeutics in the clinic? [19,20]
5. Why the natural chemotherapeutic drugs commonly have a higher
therapeutic index? [54-56]
6. The unbalanced revenues between drug developers (highly
developed countries) and drug markets (developing countries)
produce significant fracture worldwide.
7. How cancer genomic difference (somatic mutation, DNA
methylation, sequence copy number changes and gene expression)
changes with drug activity? [49-53]
8. Can we utilize more mathematical or computational network to
reduce money investments? [76-85]

Conclusion
The anticancer drug development is constantly evolving and
advancements. Mastering the essence of these drug development
system evolution will facilitate our efficiency of drug discovery and
marketing (cost reduction). Two future avenues might be gone through;
(i) promote the efficacy of drug screening processes; (ii) optimally
control drug development expenses. These are important topics and
subjects for drug developments and manufactures internationally.
In the future, more creative tumor growth or metastasis models as
well as regulatory measures must be implemented from modernizing
lab facilities and their association between tumor proliferation and
metastasis control. We look forward to a new era of anticancer drug
discovery and developments lately [86].

Final remark
More recently, we always reflect with a problem of anticancer drug
development—a matter of money or a matter of idea? [87] Certainly
this intertwine question will accompany us very long. Let’s time tell us
more. In that time, anticancer drug developments may be perfect.
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